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FORETOLD IN THE BIBLE: Two nuclear wars. Three asteroids. Demonic madness. Into this, a savior will
rise, cloned from Christ. It's not fiction. It's prophecy. It is the dawn of the New Age. After six millennia of
stagnation, humanity stands on the brink of its final great evolutionary step. But it is a step that has come at
tremendous cost. Half the world's population is dead. The Pacific Ocean is barren. The forests of North and
South America are a charred wasteland. Central America has been reduced to rubble. The planet's survivors
face a fundamental choice: follow Christopher Goodman, the Messiah of the New Age and clone of Jesus
Christ, or cling to the very worldview and the God who has wrought this destruction. Under Christopher's
leadership the world begins to experience miraculous recovery, and soon the first signs of humankind's
evolution emerge, just as Christopher promised. His fanatical opponents, however, charge that he is the
Antichrist, and that his name, when written in Hebrew has the numeric value of 666. Reluctantly, Christopher
determines to use their own superstitions against these fanatics. He reminds the world that the prophecies of
Revelation were written by the Apostle John, and it was John, who after using his dark powers to survive for
2000 years, is responsible for the near annihilation of the planet. It was John, whose writings in the Bible
radically distort what is to come and who will emerge the victor. Each person must choose.
All that's certain is that the world is catapulting toward a final apocalyptic conflict, and humanity's salvation
or damnation depend on the true nature of the Christ Clone. PRAISE FOR THE CHRIST CLONE TRILOGY

"BeauSeigneur knows how to write, deploying a tough, driving style in perfect cadence." -Booklist (Starred
Review) "Astoundingly intelligent...inventive...
dizzyingly well-described." -Kirkus Reviews (Starred Review) "Undeniably riveting... daring...wonderfully
creepy...Readers will be enthralled by the author's science-fortified vision of the Apocalypse." -Publishers
Weekly PUBLICATION HISTORY ACTS OF GOD is Book Three of a revised, expanded, and re-edited
release of THE CHRIST CLONE TRILOGY, originally published in 1997 by SelectiveHouse and in 2003 by
Warner Books. This new edition includes a Study Guide and an extensive Prophecy Cross Reference. THE
CHRIST CLONE TRILOGY has been translated and published in 12 languages. Book One is IN HIS
IMAGE. Book Two is BIRTH OF AN AGE.

